Paycards
It's time to go green.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Employee Checkless Payments: Direct Deposit, & Pay Cards
Paperless Applications/Recruitment
Paperless Onboarding of Employees including W4 and I‐9’s
Paperless Workflows ‐ employee, manager requests.
Paperless W2’s
Paperless Benefits Enrollment

Overview
Rather than mailing checks and stubs, employees are paid electronically by direct deposit or pay/debit
card. This works best if done with paperless on-boarding (see separate document).
What is a pay/debit card?
This is for the "unbanked". No one gets turned down and there is no background check (if using our
preferred vendor, RapidPay). A pay card looks like a bank debit card and has a routing and bank account
number attached to it. It is entered in payroll just like a direct deposit. An employee can cash out the
card and/or use it to make purchases.
What is the process for a pay card issue for new employees?
The vendor will send Instant Issue Debit Cards to each location, which should be kept in the safe. When
an employee is hired, offer direct deposit or pay card. When issued to the employee, the card number
needs to be enrolled with RapidPay with a followup notice to Payarc. Once an employee receives a card,
they do need to call RapidPay to activate the card. Each payroll pay date the money will be loaded on
the card. You will have one transaction at a bank for ALL direct deposits and pay cards.
What is the process if a pay card is issued to an existing employee?
You do want to give an employee the chance to choose direct deposit to their own account before
offering pay cards. We will help you create a list of employees who still receive checks. Then you can
assign employees to card numbers or bank accounts, and we will send these to the vendor and enter
into payroll. We prefer to keep to spreadsheets, so we can import.
Advantages to Employer:

•
•

No cost for pay cards or direct deposit (if utilizing RapidPay)
No delivery costs of checks
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Not dependent on courier weather or courier mistakes
No per check fees by bank (ACH is one transaction)
No positive pay charges by bank
No check fraud, employees cashing check twice, fictitious checks
No replacement check costs like stop payment. If a card is lost, it is between the employee
and card company (bank)
CPA’s/bookkeepers love the fact that they are not reconciling checks as there is just one
transaction for all employees

Advantages to Employee:
•
•
•
•

Money arrives into bank account/pay card immediately on payday
Getting paid is consistent. Eliminates variation of courier delivery time, weather, etc.
No check cashing fees. Free one-time bank withdrawal per payroll, in addition to the option
to make direct purchases with the card.
By request, can authorize a card for a relative, and transfer money to it.

Why use our pay card vendor, RapidPay?
• Payarc carries an established relationship with RapidPay, so our team can troubleshoot
challenges with expertise and ease.
• We have not had one single complaint about RapidPay, and hold several client references.
• All cards are directly enrolled with the vendor. We can transmit these to RapidPay on your
behalf; otherwise you will have to enroll them manually.
• We have vetted the fees and it is 100% free to the employer, employees can go to any bank
each payroll and get money out for free, and any other fees are minimal and competitive.
How does an employee receive their paystub?
Employees can view their paystubs through our Employee Self Service feature. Our URL
pow.myisolved.com is white-listed in most concepts. With Jack in the Box, it is on the JIB portal as
Payarc HCM. The manager can print stubs for employees if needed.
Can you mandate pay cards/direct deposit?
See list of states and their laws. California, for example, is a state where you can’t mandate; however
the pay card can give the employee "convenience checks" (they write their own checks). This allows you
to offer 100% direct deposit and pay cards.

Frequently Asked Questions
How long does it take to setup?
RapidPay will initially send you paperwork to conduct due diligence on your company, and determine
where to send cards. The process can take 4‐6 weeks. Direct deposit can be implemented next payroll.
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What happens if an employee loses a pay card?
The employee must contact Rapid Pay to have a new card sent. The underlying bank account number
does not change, so nothing will change on our end.
If this is free, how does RapidPay make money?
RapidPay profits from the merchant interchange fee when the card is used.
Are there any fees for employees?
See attached for fees for employees. Note: it is possible for employees to easily have zero fees.
I have a different vendor/bank trying to sell me a similar service. Can I use them?
Yes - however, we cannot assist in that relationship. Troubleshooting issues will be limited if not
impossible, depending on the challenge. Additionally, we cannot assist in automatic card enrollment,
leading to a complicated process. It is doubtful the fees will be any less and you may be subject to
additional charges should we need to assist in card enrollment.
Note: ADP now owns Global Cash Card and we are finding it difficult to get responses from them.
Before long they might outsource their support offshore.
Are my payroll fees reduced if we go paperless?
The fees are not reduced as it actually costs us more to do an ACH transaction (bank fee) than a paper
check. For us it helps reduce the stress at busy times on our staff and equipment.
Here are the other ways you will save: less per check bank fees, positive pay fees, less fraud, no delivery
costs, no stop payment fees, and saving paid admin time for handling all of the above.
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